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Abstract 
Saneblidze. S., The set of multiplicative predifferentials and 
fibre spaces. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 73 (199 
the rational 
1) 277-306. 
cohomology algebra of 
For a given commutative graded algebra If over a field K of characteristic zero the con- 
travariant functor I&(.; H) from the category of topological spaces to the category of pointed 
sets is defined. To a Serre fibration F - EL X the element d( 5) E D,(X; If). H = H(F: W). is 
functorially assigned which determines a new model for 4. Moreover. the description of the set 
[X. Y],, is given. 
Introduction 
In [2] (see also [3-8]), Berikashvili defined the contravariant functor D from 
the category of topological spaces to the category of pointed sets for studying 
differentials of spectral sequences of coverings and Serre fibrations. To each 
spectral sequence of the considered type, the element of D called the predifferen- 
Gal is functorially assigned. In the case of a Serre fibration, the base and the 
predifferential determined the (co)homology modules of the fibration. 
In [6, 71 it is shown that the functor D also has applications in rational 
homotopy theory. 
For a field of characteristic zero, Berikashvili conjectured that the theory of 
predifferentials can be described by using the Sullivan-de Rham complex of 
commutative cochains instead of singular cochains. This conjecture is verified in 
WI . 
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In this paper we develop the method of Berikashvili together with that of 
Halperin and Stasheff [16] to determine even the multiphcative structure of the 
rational cohomology of a Serre fibration. In this way, for a given commutative 
graded algebra H over a field K of characteristic zero, we modify the functor D to 
define the contravariant functor D,(X; H), the set of snt&@licative predifferen- 
tials, from the category of topological spaces to the category of pointed sets. Our 
main result is Theorem 3.3 which is reformulated below. 
Theorem A (Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5). Let F-, E-f* X be a Serre fibration 
such that rrl (X) acts trivially on H*( F; W), and let (RH, d) * H be a multiplicative 
resolution of H, where H = H*(F; W) is of finite type. Then: 
(i) To the $bration 5 is assigned functorially the element d( 5) E D&X; H) 
called the multiplicative predifferential. 
(ii) d( 5) determines perturbations of the differentials on the algebras 
(A(X)@ RH, d) and (RH, d), respectively (A is the Sullivan-de Rham functor of 
commutative cochains), such that there exists a commutative diagram of commuta- 
tive differential graded algebras 
II t kE t kF 
(A(X), d,& (A(X)@ RI& d&s (RH, d,o,) 
where j is the natural inclusion, j’ is the projection, k, is a cohomology isomorph- 
ism and, consequently, k, is a filtered model in the sense of Halperin and Stasheff 
Ml . 
Hence, for X = * (a point) we obtain from this theorem, in fact, Theorem 4.4 
of [ 161, while for a formal fibre F (i.e. when (RH, d) is the filtered model of F) 
there follows the Grivel-Halperin Theorem [ 13, 151. 
In the first case D, = Da(*; H) is defined in [28] for a connected H and 
coincides with the set of rational homotopy types of simply connected spaces 
having the homotopy type of a CW-complex of finite type with cohomology fixed 
isomorphic to H (cf. [17, 181). 
In view of Theorem 3.3 the investigation of the functor D,(*; H) is of interest. 
In particular, we show that for a special H, the functor is representable (Corol- 
laries 4.5 and 4.6). Moreover, we have the following theorem: 
Let H be a free connected commutative graded rational algebra of finite type 
and let F be a rational space (uniquely determined up to the homotopy type) with 
H*(F) = H. Suppose that tX is the set of fibre homotopy types of the Hurewicz 
fibrations over X with a fibre fixed homotopy equivalent to F. 
Theorem (Theorem 4.8; cf. [28, Theorem 9.61). Part (i) of Theorem A yields a 
bijection 
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tX% D,(X; H) 
on the category of sin;ply connected spaces having the homotopy type of a 
C W-complex. 
For classification of principal fibrations as well as maps up to homotopy (cf. 
[12]), we have to consider that H* is a Hopf algebra in Theorem B. More 
precisely, for a simply connected rational space, Y, we define its commutative 
Hopf j?ltered model l?H*, H* = H*@Y), and the set of Hopf predifferentials 
&(e; ?H*), so that there is a natural transformation of the representable 
functors 
&(a; I?H*)-+ D,(=; H*). 
We have the following theorem: 
Theorem C (Theorem 5.5). The classifying space of l&J*; kH*) is Y and &c 
universal element is the Hopf predifferential d(n) E DQ( Y; kH * ) of the path 
fibration IT over Y. 
Thus we obtain a natural bijection 
[X, Y](‘p D&X; ia”) 
for X and Y simply connected CW-complexes of finite type. 
Finally we note that when proving Theorem A we use the canonical local 
system of a Serre fibration [ 151, while the main algebraic technique is similar to 
that of [5, 81. 
Some results of this paper were announced in [23]. In [26] a filtered model for a 
Serre fibration is defined and the obstruction theory for classical problems of 
rational homotopy theory is developed. 
1. Preliminaries 
We fix a field K of characteristic zero and consider all vector spaces over K. A 
differential graded algebra (d.g.a.) is a graded vector space C = pi Cr, i E Z, with 
an associative multiplication w : ci B cj+ ci+i and a linear map d : Cl+ C’ ” 
such that 
d2=0, d(xy) = d(x) l y + (- l)‘x’x l d(y) , 
where xy E C i+i is the element w(X@ y), x E Ci, y E C’, 1x1 = i. We assume that a 
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d.g.a. C contains a unit 1 E CO. A d.g.a. C is called commutative (c.d.g.u.) if 
o = UT where T(x@y) = (-l)‘““?“y@ 
called connected if Co 
x. A nonnegatively graded d.g.a. C is 
= K. A derivation of degree i on a d.g.a. C is a linear map 
0 : C”+ cn+i such that 8(xy) = 0(x) l y + (-l)*% l fl( y) or 8w = ~(0 G3 1 + 
1 @I 0), where the signs appear in the definition off 03) g for the graded maps f and 
g according to the rule 
The set of all derivations on C is a sub-d.g. space of the d.g.a. of all linear maps 
Hom(C, C) and is denoted by Der C. 
A differential graded coalgebra is a vector space C = ei Ci with an associative 
comultiplication A : C+ C 0 C and differential d : Ci + Ci_ , such that Ad = 
(d@l+ l@d)A. C is assumed to have counit E: C4t6, (~@l)A=(l@~)d= 
id. C is said to be cocommutative if A = TA. A linear map 8 on C is called a 
coderivation if A0 = (0 ($3 1+ 18 8 )A. 
A connected differential graded Hopf algebra is a connected d.g.a. C together 
with a coalgebra structure such thatd : C+ C@ C is a map of d.g.a.‘s. 
A linear map on C is a Hopf derivation if it is a derivation and coderivation at 
the same time. 
A differential graded Lie algebra is a vector space L = pi Li with a multiplica- 
tion o : LB L+ L and a differential d: Li--, Li_1 such that o = -oT, 
~(l@~)=~(~@l)+~(l@o)(T@l) anddo=o(d@l+l@d). 
The set of primitive elements PC of a d.g. Hopf algebra C, i.e. 
is a d-g. Lie algebra via the Lie bracket. 
A muZt~pZica~ve r sohtiors of a graded algebra H* is a free bigraded differential 
algebra (R”H*, d) generated by a bigraded space 2 = qi., Z’*“, i 5 0, m f & 
Z’*” C R’H”‘, where d is of bidegree (LO), d : R’H” + Rt+‘Hm, together with a 
map of bigraded algebras (RH, d)+ H inducing an isomorphism H(RH, d)G H 
(H * is considered as bigraded via H” = Ho* *, H’** = 0, j < 0). We will refer to 
n = j + m as the total degree, to -j as the resolution degree and to m as the 
weight. d is a graded derivation with respect to the total degree (cf. [16, 28, 251). 
Fol. a commutative graded algebra If, either commutative or noncommutative 
multiplicative resolution can be defined. 
For a graded Lie algebra, there is an analogous notion of the Lie resolution (cf. 
PI) . 
A Hopf resolution of a connected cocommutative graded Hopf algebra H, is a 
connected cocommutative bigraded differential Hopf algebra (R, H * , d) together 
with a map of bigraded Hopf algebras R,H,+ H, such that (R-*HP*, d) = 
(R,H,, d) is a multiplicative resolution of the graded algebra H-* = H,. 
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If RH * + H * is a Hopf resolution, then PRH * ---) PH * is a Lie resolution, and 
conversely, if RL + L is a Lie resolution, then URL-+ VL is a Hopf resolution, 
since H( UL ) = UH( L), where U is the universal enveloping algebra of L [22]. 
Two maps of d.g.a.‘s fo,fi : B-, C are said to be B omotopic (denoted by 
f0 = fi ), if there exists a map s : B 3 C of degree - 1, such that 
sd,+d,s=f,-f, and sw,=q.(f,@s+s@f,). 
Now from [15] we recall some facts concerning local systems. 
Let (X; ai, Si) be a simplicial set. A local system 93 of d.g. spaces over X is a 
family of d.g. spaces (B,, d,) indexed by the simplices CT of X together with the 
maps of d.g. spaces 
di: B,-+ B,, I and Si : B,+ B,, , 
satisfying the usual simplicial relations. 
If f : X’+ X is a simplicial map, then a pullback of 3 to X’ is the local system 
f *%I = {B,.} over X’ given by B,. = BfTv. 
The space of global sections of a local system 3 = { B, } of d.g . spaces over X is 
the d.g. space (B(X), dB) defined as follows: an element 4 E W’(X) is a 
function which assigns to each simplex u E X an element @, E 31, such that for 
all u we have 
d, is defined by d,(4), = d&J. 
If 3 is a local system of d.g.a.‘s over X, then B(X) is also a d.g.a. 
If f : X’+ X is a simplicial map, it determines the map of d.g. spaces (d.g.a.‘s) 
S(f): wm+(f*w(X’) by Wf)(4), = 4+0, w ww* 
Let 3 = {B,} and % = {C,) be two local systems of d.g. spaces over X; then 
the maps ffl : B, + Cv which commute with di and Si determine the map 
f : B(X)+ Z(X) of d.g. spaces. 
A local system 9 over X is called extendable if for each a the restriction 
@*.%)(A”)-+ (n*3)(aA”) 
is surjective, where u : rl”+ X is the standard map for (T E Xfl, ad” is the 
boundary of A”. 
Let (A(A”), d) be the c.d.g.a. of polynomial forms [9]; it is the c.d.g.a. 
generated by elements t,, t,, . . . , d, and dt,, dt,, . . . , dt, in dimensions 0 and 1, 
respectively, and satisfying the relations t, + t, + l l - + t,l = 1 and dt, + dt, + 
l l l + dt, = 0; d is determined by d( ti) = dti , d(dti) = 0, 0 5 i 5 n ; there are maps 
di : A(A”) e A(A”-‘) : Si 
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given by t 1 
ai = r ‘- i<i, tj+l i<j. i=j, i>j, si(tj)= tj+ tj+l i=i 9 *j i ti i>j. 
Thus, assignill, u to A(A”), cr E X,*, we obtain the extendable local system of 
polynomial forms 
& = {A(A”)} (1) 
over X. The space of global sections of this local system is the Sullivan-de Rham 
complex A(X) of the simplicial set X. 
Another important case of an extendable local system of d.g.a.‘s over X is that 
of the cochain complexes C(A” ; W) of A” ; the space of global sections of that local 
system is the cochain complex C(X; W) of X. 
There is a map (integration) A(d”) + C(d” ; W) of d.g. spaces which determines 
the map of d.g. spaces 
A(X)+ C(X; W) (2) 
inducing an isomorphism of c.g.a.‘s in cohomology. 
For two local systems $6 = (B,} and % = (C,} of d.g. spaces (d.g.a.‘s) over X, 
their tensor product 93 0 VZ is defined. This product is the local system of d.g. 
spaces (d.g.a.‘s) over X given by 
For the local system (1) and any 5%’ over X, (J.$ Qb Z)(X) is called the space 
(algebra) of differential forms with valus in the local system 9%’ and is denoted by 
A(X; % ). If %’ is a trivial local system, i.e. C, = C, ai and Si are identities, we 
obtain the Sullivan-de Rham complex with coefficients in the d.g. space (d.g.a.) 
C. 
In [15, 12, 471 is proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.1. Let 53 and % be two extendable local systems of d. g. spaces over 
X, such that the local system H(Z) = (H(C,, d,)) is trivial. Then 
that is, the first term of the standard spectral sequence of the bicomplex 
((2 63 % )(X), d, + d, ) is 
(4 7 d,) = ((3 @ H(y N(X), d;) . 
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2. The set D,. Local system of c.d.g.a.3 
In this section and in the sequel, K denotes a given field of characteristic zero. 
Assume we are given a commutative nonnegatively graded algebra (c.g.a.) H 
over 06. For a simplicial set (X, ai, Si), we define the set D,(X; H) as follows. Let 
p : (RH, d)+ H 
be a commutative multiplicative resolution of H. Consider the d.g. space 
(%, V) = (A(X; Hom(RH, RH)) V) , 
the Sullivan-de Rham complex of X with coefficients in the d.g. space 
Hom(RH, RH) (Section 1). Since Hom(RH, RH) is a d.g.a. via the composition 
of maps, (Z, V) is a d.g.a. 
It is helpful to consider 2’ as the sub-d.g.a. of 
Hom(A(X; RH), A(X; RH)) 
as follows: if h E %‘, h = {hw}, h, E A(A’*)@Hom(RH, RH), h, = arr 8 6 and 
u E A(X; RH), u = (u,), :t, E A(4”)@ RH, M, = 6,@z, then h : A(X; RH)--, 
A(X; RH), h(u) = a,b, C3 O(z), n = dim a, (T E X. 
Since 
Hom(RH, RH) = @ Hom’*“‘(RH, RH) 
j,m 
is bigraded (f”” : R”H”+ RnfiHqfm, f jam EHom’*‘“(RH, RH)), it follows that 
Z = @ 2i?” is tri-graded 
zfl = @ c#.j.m , 
i+j+m=n 
where 2i?i7i~m = A’(X; Hom’*“(RH, RH)), the polynomial i-forms with coefficients 
i,rl Hom’.“(RH, RH). 
We shall refer to i as the base topological degree, to j as the fibre resolution 
degree, to m as the fibre weight and to n = i + j + m as the total degree. We shall 
actually consider the following bigrading 
2 r.m = $ &.j.m , 
i+j=r 
where r will be called the perturbation degree = base topological degree plus fibre 
resolution degree. When two superscript gradings appear, they will always be the 
perturbation degree and the fibre weight (thus, the total degree is the perturba- 
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tion degree plus the fibre weight), while for an element h of 3P’“’ we shall usually 
show only the perturbation degree as h’ E iVr*“‘, if there is no confusion. 
We are primarily interested in the total degree r~ = O,P and the perturbation 
degree r > 0. Any element h E X with fixed total degree and positive perturbation 
degree can be expressed as an infinite sum (and conversely) 
h = h’ + 11’ + . . . + h’ + . . . , 
since for any z E R* H”’ of weight m, h(r) will be a finite sum: h’(z) + l 9 l + 
W-“‘(Z). 
Note that we have two special cases; the first one: if R’H* = 0 for j c 0 (that is 
H*= R’H*), then the perturbation degree coincides with the base topological 
degree, and the second: when X = * (a point), then the perturbation degree 
coincides with the jiibre) resolution degree (cf. [S, 28]), 
Now let 
(L, V) = (A(X; Der RH), V) 
which is a sub-d.g. space of 3?. hence L inherits all gradings from %. Moreover, 
v : Lr.m_ ~rt1.m . 
Let M@‘) be the set consisting of those elements h E 6Y of total degree 1 which 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) h E L. 
(ii) V(h) = - hh (i.e. h is a twisting cochain or perturbation). 
(iii) 1’2 is of perturbation degree at least 2, i.e. 
h=h2+h3+...+hr+ . .._ 
Let G(Z) be the group consisting of those elements p E % of total degree 0 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) p is multiplicative if we regard it as an element of 
Hom(A(X; RH), A(X; RH)). 
(b) p - 1 is of positive perturbation degree, i.e. 
p = 1 + p1 + p2 + l l l + pr + 
It can be easily verified that the formula 
h *p = p-‘hp + p-?‘(p) 
defines a right action of the group G(Z) on the set MC%‘). 
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efinition 2.1. The set of orbits of M( %) with respect to the action of G(Z) is 
called the set of mu!tiplicative predifferentials and denoted by D,(X; H); the class 
of the element 0 is considered as the pointed element. 
Obviously, a simplicial map f : X’ + X defines the map D,(f) : D,(X; H)+ 
D,(X’; H). Hence we obtain a contravariant functor from the category of 
simplicial sets to the category of pointed sets. 
Remark 2.2. (1) One can show that D,(*; H) does not depend on the resolutions 
used. 
(2) Condition (ii) for h is equivalent to (d + h)’ = 0, where d is the differential 
on A(X; RH), and two perturbations lie on the same orbit with respect to the 
action (4) if and only if there is p E J% such that 
p: (A(X; RH), d i- h)+(A(X; RH), d + h) 
is a map of c.d.g.a.‘s and p - I is of positive perturbation degree. 
(3) Ignoring the multiplicative structure on % and hence the conditions (i) and 
(a) for h and p, respectively, we obtain the set which is naturally isomorphic to 
the set D(X; H) defined by Berikashvili (see [24]). 
Now let % = {C,} be an extendable local system of c.d.g.a.‘s over X such that 
(H(C,, d,)} is trivial with 
i,:H=H(C,,d,). 
Let (A(X; “e ), d) be the Sullivan-de Rham complex with coefficients in the local 
system % (Section 1). 
The following theorem is the main result of this section although the proof is 
contained in Section 6. 
Theorem 2.3. (i) By the above hypotheses there exist a perturbation h E M(x) 
and a map of c.d.g.a.3 k : (A(X; RH), d,,)+(A(X; %), d), where d,, = d + h 
such that: 
(il) the following diagram of c.d.g.a.‘s 
(fw)~ d,) A (A(X; %), d) 
II t- 
(A(X), d,)* (L(-“; Ri?), d,,) 
is commutative, where j, and j2 are the natural inclusions. 
(i2) k is a cohomology isomorphism. 
(i3) If k = (k,), k, : A(A”)@ RH+ A(A”)@ Cc (k is of such form via (.il) 
and (i2)), then the restriction of k, to R!‘H* is a map of c.d.g.a.‘s 
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ki : (RW, O)+ (CZ, d,) 
inducing i, 0 p 1 RoH a in cohomology . 
(ii) If there are another such h and & then there exists an issmorphism of 
c.d.g.a.3 
p : (A(X; RH), dh)+(A(X; RH), 4) 9 
where p E G(%‘) (that is h = - 
(iii) Let d( %) be the cla.~ ich is well defined by (ii) o Then 
for f : Xl-,X, d( f*%) = DKi f)(d(Y)), :4wte f*% is the pullback of % to X’. 
Definition 2.4. The element d(Z) E D,(X; H) defined by Theorem 2.3 will be 
called the multiplicative predifferential of the local system Ce. 
Note that for X = * (a point), this theorem is, in fact, the Halperin-Stasheff 
Theorem 4.4 [M] which classifies the c.d.g.a.‘s up to the homotopy type with a 
given c.g.a. H. (The case of d.g.a.‘s not necessarily commutative is considered in 
[2j].) For a rational algebra H of finite type, the set & = &(*; Ii) coincides 
with that of the rational homotopy types of simply connected topological spaces 
having the homotopy type of a CW-complex of finite type with the cohomology 
algebra fixed isomorphic to H [28] (cf. [ 181 for the dual case). 
3. Local systems of Serre fibrations 
In this section we prove the main result of this paper, Theorem 3.3. 
Using the singular complex Sing X of a topological space X, we extend all 
earlier considered functors to the category of topological spaces. Thus we obtain 
the contravariant functor D,(X; H) from the category of topological spaces to 
the category of pointed sets. 
Let now F* EL X be a Serre fibration. Then 5 determines the extendable 
local system 8 of the c.d.g.a.‘s as follows: for v : A” + X consider the pullback 
5, : E, * A” of 5 to A”, then 
is a local system on Sing X. 
We have the following proposition: 
oposition 3.1. The natural maps of c.d.g.a.3 A(E)+ A(E,) induce a cohomol- 
ogy isomorphism 
e: A(E)* g(X). 
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Proof. Consider the subcomplex PV C Sing Em consisting of elements r : A”‘-_\ E. 
such that &, 0 T : A”’ -+ A” is a simpliciai map preserving the vertex ordering. Then 
g = { A(P,)} forms a local system on Sing X. Hence the map of c.d.g.a.‘s 
A(E,)+ A(P,) defines Z : g(X)+ g(X). 
Since % is extendable [ 151, we can use Proposition 1.1 to verify e’ is a 
cohomology isomorphism. On the other hand, the composite 50 e : A(E)+ g(X) 
is an isomorphism of c.d.g.a.‘s [15]. Therefore, e is a cohomology iso- 
morphism. III 
Proposition 3.2 (cf. [15]). Ihe natural inclusion map of c.d.g.a.‘s 
1: a(X)+ A(X; 8) 
is a cohomology isomorphism. 
Proof. Follows easily from Proposition 1.1. q 
Now we can prove the following: 
Theorem 3.3. Let FL EL X be a Serre fibration such that q(X) acts trivially on 
H*(F; W), and p : (RH, d)+ H, H = H*(F; W), is a commutative multiplicative 
resolution. Then : 
(i) There exist a perturbation h E M(Z) and a map of c.d.g.a.‘s 
k : (A(X; RH), d,)+(A(E), dE), d, = d + h, such that: 
(il) the following diagram of c.d.g.a.‘s 
(A(X), d,) *(A(E), d,) 
II t k 
(A(X), d,+ (A(% RH), 4) 
is commutative, where j is the natural inclusion. 
(i2) k is a cohomology isomorphism. 
(3) The composite of the restriction kl,o,. with A(i) is a map of c.d.g.a.‘s 
(R’H*, O)-+ (A(F), dr) inducing ~(~0~~ in cohomology. 
(ii) If there are another such h and k, then there exists an isomorphism of 
c.d.g.a.‘s 
P : (A@; RH), dh)-+ (A(X; RH), d,;) , 
where p E G(Z) (that is, h = h*p) and k = kop. 
(iii) Let d( 5) be the class of h in D,(X; H) which is well defined by (ii). Then 
forf: X’+X,d(f*e)= D,(f)(d(t)), wheref”tis theinducedfibration overX’. 
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Definition 3.4. The element d( 5) E D,(X; If) defined by Theorem 3.3 is called 
the multiplicative prediflerential of the Serre fibration 6. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (i) First define the map of c.d.g.a.‘s 
3: A(X; 8’)* A(E) 
as follows: let cb E A(X; %), <f, = {4& d+, E A@“)@ A(E,), 4C = a, @ 31,, 
I&, = {t&,,}, 1L,,,, E A(,“‘), a: A”+X, o’ : A’“-, E,, and for r : A”-, E put 
3+), = a, l +c,s, where a = 5 0 7, while CT’ is uniquely determined by r and CT. 
Since j&e = id we obtain by using Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 that 7 is a 
cohomology isomorphism. Kow we apply Theorem 2.3(i) to the local system 8 to 
complete the proof. 
(ii) The composite Zoe, where e and I are from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, 
respectively, reduces the argument to Theorem 2.3(ii). 
(iii) Follows from Theorem 2.3(iii), since d( 5) = d( 8 ). Cl 
Primarily because of the functoriality of the multiplicative predifferential d( e), 
we can state the following: 
Corollary 3.5. Let 5 be as in Theorem 3.3 and H*(F; W) be of finite type. Then: 
(i) For n E d(t) there is a commutative diagram of c.d.g.a.‘s 
A(S) (A(X), d,) - (A(E), dE)* (A(F), dr) 
II t kE t kF 
(A(X), d,+ (A(X)@ RH, d,J i’ (RH, d,) 
such that k, is a cohomology isomorphism and k, is the filtered model in the sense _ 
of [ 161, where j’ is the natural projection. 
(ii) If there are another such h E M(Z) and kE, then there exists ti commutative 
diagram of c.d.g.a.‘s 
(A(X), d,)A (A(X)@ RH, d,;+ (RH, d+) 
II t I- 
(A(X), d,+(A(X)@‘RH, d,)‘.(RHPd,) 
such that p E G( 2) and @ are isomorphisms, fi - 1 lowers resolution degree and 
k-&p. 0 
When F is a formal space, i.e. (RH, d) is the filtered model of the c.d.g.a. A(F), 
the Grivel-Halperin Theorem [13, 151 immediately follows from Corollary 
3.5(i). 
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In Section 2 we defined the functor &(a; H) on the category of simplicial sets. 
In Section 3 using the functor Sing we obtained the functor on the category of 
topological spaces which we denoted by the same symbol. In this section we 
investigate the functor D,(-; H) on the category of topological spaces. First we 
have the following: 
Theorem 4.1. If a simplicial map f : X’ + X induces an isomorphism 
f * : H*(X; W)+ H*(X’; W) , 
then 
k(f) : D,(X; W-, D&X’; H) 
is a bijection. 
Corollary 4.2. If a map f : X ’ + X of topological spaces induces an isomovphism 
f * : H*(X; W)+ H”(X’; W) f 
then 
h(f): 4(X; Hj-+ D&x’; H) 
is a bijection. II 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we need the following (cf. [28, Theorem 6.31): 
Proposition 4.3. Let (L, V) and (L ‘, V’) be d.g. spaces as deJined in Section 2 for 
X and X’ respectively, and let 
p : (L*‘*, V)+ (L’*‘*, V’) 
be a map of d.g. spaces induced by a simplicial map f : X’ - X. 
Then, if 
/?* : H”‘“(L, V)+ H’,*(L’, V’) 
is an isomorphisrn for r -I- m = O,I ,2 and r ~1, then 
h(f) : D&X’; H)+ D,(X; H) 
is a bijection. 
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proof. Using the mapping cylinder construction, any simplicial map can be 
factored as the composite of two maps: the first of them is an inclusion and the 
other has a right inverse being an inclusion. For all these maps the condition of 
the proposi+ion is valid. So it is sufficient to consider f as an inclusion. Then is 
an epimorphism. First we show th, p surjectivity of D,( f 1. Let d’E L&(X’; H) 
and h’ E d’ be its representative. The proof runs by induction on the perturbation 
degree of It. The induction starts because fa I2 E L L- ’ is a 
(since V’( 12 ' ) = - h'lz'). By the isomorphism (5), there exists 
V(ll'> = 0 and p(k’) = ?I”. Now V(k’h’) = 8, and since V 
again by using (5) 11” E t ‘*-’ such that V(h”) = -2E’h’ an 
find h = ?z’ + h’ + l l l , 12 E M(?f), and theref0re D,(f) is surjective. 
Before proving injectivity of D,(f), note that any p E G(Z), p = 1 + pK -I- 
p 1+1 +-+p’+-0, ill, p’EX’*-‘, can be written asp=exp& where 8= 
log(p). 8 E L, e’= pi, 
(here the superscript ~1 denotes the rz-fold composite, cf. (3)). 
Now let h,g~ M(x) and P(h) *p’ = p(g), p’ E G(X’). Without loss of 
generality we can assume P(h) = /3(g): in fact, because of surjectivity of p there is 
p E G(Z) with p(log( p)) = lo&p’) and hence for 6 = h *p, p(i) = P(h) *p’ = 
p(g). Assuming this, consider g’ - rl’. Then we have V(g’ - h’) = 0 and 
P($ - It’) = 0. In view of isomorphism (5) H’“‘(Ker p) = 0, r 22. Hence 
there is 8’ E L?‘. V(6’) = g’ - !I’, p(C, ’ ) = 0. So for h = g * exp 8 ‘, we have 
I;’ = g’ and p(k) = p(g). Now consider g’ - Cz”. Clearly, V(g” - h’) = 0 and, 
similarly as above, we find 8’ E L?‘, 
h = 6 * exp 8’. we have g’ 
V(e’) = g’ - h”, p(e’) = 0, SO that for 
= h’, i 5 3, and p(g) = p(i). Thus we construct 
p =expe* -expe”a-=, p g G(F), such that h *p = g. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Comparison of standard spectral sequences of the bicom- 
plexes L and L’ shows that the condition of Proposition 4.3 is satisfied, SO the 
theorem follows. q 
The following theorem asserts that in special cases D, is a half-exact homotopy 
functor in the sense of Dold [lo]. I 
Theorem 4.4 (cf. [S, Chapter 2, Section 73). Zf H’*‘“( Der RH) = 0 for j + m = 
@,1,2. j 2 1, then D,&; H) is a half-exact homotopy functor on the category of 
path-connected poirzted spaces having the homotopy type of a CW-complex which 
is, consequently, representable. 
oof. In view of Corollary 4.2, the functor D,(=; H) is homotopy invariant. 
We show below that I&(*; H) also satisfies the Mayer-Vietoris and wedge 
axioms. 
Let i, : B-*X,, i, : -+ X2 bc closed cofibrations and let X = A’, U R X,. 
Consider d, E D,CX,; H). d, E D&Y,: H) such that I&(!, )(d,) = D,(i,)(d& 
We have to show that there is d E D,(X; H) so that r>,( & )(d) = d, and 
D,( j2)(d) = d2 where ji : Xc, X and j, : X2 + X. 
First remark that the inclusiorr 
i : Sing X, U Sing X2 C Sing X 
is a cohoinology isomorphism. Hence, because of Theorem 4.1 
Q&i) : L>,(X; H)G D&Sing X, U Sing X,; H) 
is a bijection. 
On the other hand, if h, E d, and tZ, E d2 then there is p E G(%,) such 
that (P#,)) *p = iT(h,) in A(& Der RH). Let 0 = log(p). Consider 8, E 
A(X,; Der RH) so that iT(Q = 8. Put p1 = exp 8,, then iT(h, *:pI) = i;(&). 
Define 
h E A(Sing X, U Sing X,; Der RH) 
as the element which coincides with h, * p and h, respectively on Sing X, and 
Sing X2. Obviously, h is a twisting cochain, and if d is its class in 
&&Sing X, U Sing X2; H) , 
then D,(i)-‘(d) is such as required. Thus, the Mayer-Vietoris axiom is satisfied. 
Now let X = V Xh be a bouquet of XA and i, : XA+ X be an inchrsion. We 
show that 
{D,&,)} :D,(X; H)+ n DH(XA; H) A 
is a bijection. It is sufficient to show that the natural map 2, : U XA + V X* 
induces a bijection 
DJv) : D&/X,; f+ o,(UX,,~ H) - (6) 
Consider a map 
If* : A(VX,;DerRH)+A(UX,;DerRH). 
We claim that v* satisfies the condition of Proposition 4.3, and so the bijection 
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(6) follows. In fact, v* induces a map of standard spectral sequences 
s.1 
l5 : E”z’= W(V xh; H’(Der RH)) 
+ H” U XA; H’(Der 
where t = j + m is the total grading of 
ism for s 2 1 because H(v) : N”( V XA 
and j + IPI =O,l,2, jr 1, 
I?(~; H’*“(Der RH)) = 0 
RH,) = E”2” ) 
Der RH. We have that v;’ is an isomorph- 
)+H”(UX,) is for nsl; while fors=O 
in view of the hypotheses of the theorem. Hence, comparison of these spectral 
sequences implies that v* is as desired. 
Thus, D&; H) is a half-exact homotopy functor which is representable 
[lo]. cl 
But it is known that H*‘*(Der RH) is naturally isomorphic to the Harrison 
cohomology Harr ***(H, H) of the c.g.a. H [27], so we have the following: 
Corollary 4.5. If Harr’*“(H, H) = 0 for j + 
representable : E! 
m = 0,1,2, j 2 1, then D,(-; H) is 
Corollary 4.6. If H ti u free commutative 
representable. q 
graded algebra, then D,(- ; H) is 
Below we describe the classifying space for the functor D,(-; H) on the 
category of simply connected spaces, when H is a connected free commutative 
graded rational algebra of finite type. As is well known, the rational homotopy 
type F uniquely determined by H is a product of rational Eilenberg-Mac Lane 
spaces uch that H*(F) = H. 
Let aut F be the topological monoid of self-homotopy equivalences of the space 
F, Baut F its classifying space and 6 the universal Hurewicz fibration over Baut F. 
Let Baut F be the universal covering of Baut F and i the induced fibration over 
Baut F. Suppose that tX is the set of all fibre homotopy types of Hurewicz 
fibrations over X with fibre fixed homotopy equivalent o F. Then there is a 
bijection 
cp : [X, Baut F]s tX (7) 
given by forming the induced fibration on the category of simpiy connected SP~LC~~ 
having the homotopy type of a CW-complex (cf. [ 10, 11, 201). 
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Theorem 4.7. Under the above-mentioned conditions, the classifying space for 
D&e; H) on the caEgory of simply connected spaces having the homotopy type of 
a CW-complex is Baut F while the universal element is the multiplicative pre- 
differential d( i) E D,( 6aut F; H) of the universal fibration i. 
Proof. Because of Corollary 4.6, it is sufficient to show that 
# : [X; gaut F]-, D&X; H) 
defined bY #(f) = D,(f )(d( i)) is an isomorphism on the spheres S”. 
Let d E D,(S”; H) and h E d be its representative. Consider a sequence of 
c.d.g.a.‘s 
(A@“), d)A (A(S”) 8 H, d/,)3 H 
defined as in Corollary 3.5(i). It is easily verified that i is a cofibratior: in the sense 
of [9], and hence using Lemma 8.2 of [9] and the geometric realization functor, 
we obtain a Serre fibration F-, E+ s”. A natural map S” + ?’ pulls this 
fibration back to F+ E A S”. Using Corollary 3.5, it is easily seen that d( 6) = d. 
On the other hand, if we replace 5 in the standard way by the Hurcwicz fibration 
g, the fibres of both fibrations would have the same homotopy type (using 
Theorems 6.4 and 6.7 from [19]). Via the bijection (7) there exists 
f : S” + fiaut F such that g is a fibre homotopy equivalent to f * f. Hence, by 
Theorem 3.3, d = d( 5) = d(g) = d( f *t) = DQ( f)(d( 5)). 
Let g : S”+ Gaut F be a map such that Li,( g)jd( i)) = 0 E D,(S”; H). Since 
gaut F is rational, the rationalization f : S”-, SL induces an isomorphism 
[S& fiaut F]s g,Jfiaut F) [30]. Let a = toi for g : St+ fiaut F. Using Corol- 
lary 4.2 we obtain DQ( g)(d( 5)) = 0. Thus, in view of Proposition 6 of [32] we can 
conclude that g*k is trivial. Now (7) implies that g is homotopic to zero, and SO g 
is. Cl 
We have (cf. [28, Theorem 9.61) the following: 
Theorem 4.8. Let ,H be as in Theorem 4.7. Then there is a canonical bijection 
tXs D,(X; H) 
on the category of simply connected spaces having the homotopy type of a 
CW-complex. 
roof. From Theorem 4.7 and the bijection (7), it follows that tht assignment 
@ d( 5) yields the required bijection. Cl 
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5. The set [X, I’], 
In this section our ground field will be 0 and topological spaces will be simply 
connected having homotopy type of CW-complexes with homologies of finite 
type* 
Let Y be a rational space, and consider the free c.g.a. Zf* = H*(OY). Because 
of Theorem 4.8 a natural question is to decide what elements of D&X; H*) 
correspond to principal fibrations, and then how to classify maps X+ Y up to 
homotopy (cf. [ 121). To do this we have to consider that H*(J2 Y) is, in fact, a 
Hopf algebra and then suitably to change D, in order to define the set of Hopf 
predifferentials 0,. 
Let B be a connected c.d.g. Hopf algebra (so B is free as the algebra). Then for 
a space X, we define the set &(X; B) as follows (cf. Section 2): Let (ZK, V) be a 
d.g.a. 
A(X) @ Hom(B, B) , 
v+ere %’ = @ %?‘, %‘” = n,+j=n Z”‘, %“” = A’(X) 63 Hom’(B, B) and let (fi, V) 
Ge the sub-d.g.a. of (Z’, V) 
A(X)C?@om(B, B), 
where Horn denotes those linear maps on B which satisfy 
A9=(O@l)A, tEB 
(A is the comultiplication on B). 
Next we define the set M( %) C %?’ and the group G(%‘) C go as follows: For 
h E M(%‘), we have 
(i) h E n, A’(X) 69 fier’-’ B where fier B is the sub-d.g. space of 
Hom(B, B) consisting of derivations on B. 
(ii) V(h) = -hh. 
(iii) h=h2+***+h’+==*, h’EA’(X)@Der’-‘B. 
For p E G(%), we have 
(a) p is multiplicative if we regard it as an element of Hom( B, A(X) 8 B). 
(b) p = 1 + p’ +. l l + pr + l l ., pr E i@T--: 
Then (4) defines a right action of G( 5%) on M( 2). 
finition 5.1. The set of orbits of M( 2) with respect to the action of G( %) is 
called ttte set of Hopf predifferentials and is denoted by &(X; B); the class of the 
element 0 is a pointed one. 
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Eence we obtain a contravariant functor from the category of topological 
spaces to the category of pointed sets. 
Observe that &-JX; B) is a contravariant functor with respect to B, too. If 
(X : B’+ B is the map of c.d.g. Hopf algebras, then it defines a map of d.g. spaces 
6er B+Der B’, 
since any element 8 of Hom(B, B) is uniquely determined by the composite 
BB’B-&B’ = Q. Consequently, the map &(X; B)+ 6,(X; B’) is defined. 
Remark 5.2. (1) Notice that any element of M(g) can be realized as the element 
of the d.g.a. Hom(B, A(X)) being the coprimitive B,<Jwn’s cochain in the sense 
of [21], and then one can describe &(X, B) in a way similar to 1291. 
(2) Neglecting the coalgebra structure on B, we obtain a set which is naturally 
bijective to D&X; H(B)), since B and H(B) are free algeLras and the use of 
similar arguments from Remark 2.2(l) is available. Hence, we obtain a natural 
transformation l&(-; B)+ D,(*; H(B)). 
We have the following proposition: 
Proposition 5.3. (i) rf f : X’ + X is a homology isomorphism, then 
D,(f) : &(X, B)-, &(X’; B) 
is a bijection. 
(ri) If a map of c.d.g. Hopf algebras cy : B’+ B is a homology isomorphism, 
then 
&(a) : &(X; B)+ &(X; B’) 
is a bijection. 
(iii) I’he functor fi,(*; B) is representable. 
Proof. Proofs of (i) and (iii) are entirely analogous to those of Corollary 4.2 and 
Theorem 4.4, respectively. To prove (ii), we first note that &(a) is a natural 
transformation between representable functors &,(-; B) and C,(-; B’). SO, it is 
sufficient to show that B,&(Y) is an isomorphism for spheres. Because of the fact 
that S” is acyclic in dimensions sn - 1, we have 
&(S”; B) =t: H”(S”)@ H’-“(her B) = H’-“(tier B) . 
On the other hand, since H(B) is a free algebra, it is easy to see that a 
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canonical map 
H(Der B)+Der H(B) 
is an isomorphism, so 
L&(S”; B) = tier’-“H(B) , 
and therefore, &(a) is an isomorphism for S”. Kl 
Now we wish to assign to the space Y a connected c.d.g. Hopf algebra called 
the commutative Hopf filtered modzl of Y. First we consider the cocommutativt: 
Hopf algebr? H, = H,(OY) instead of H*. Let p : (RH,, d)-, H, be a Hopf 
resolution of H *. 
We have the following proposition. 
Proposition and Definition 5.4. There exist a perturbation h E Der RH *, i.e. 
h z RiH,j~ici_2 RiH*, (d + h)’ = 0, and a map of d.g.a.‘s 
k : (KH,, d,i)-+ C,(L!Y) , d, = d + h , 
such that h is a Hopf derivation and k induces an isomorphism of Hopf algebras in 
homology. 
(RH,. d,J is called a cocommutative Hopf filtered model of Y. 
Proof. Since the proof of Theorem 4.4 [ 161 (see also Theorem 2.3(i) for X = *) 
does not need the commutativity of algebra structures considered, it provides h 
and k without involving the coalgebra structure. To show that we can choose h 
and k as desired, consider, for instance, the cobar construction fl& for a 
coalgebra J& = Hom(& *, Q), where d * is Sullivan’s minimal model of A(Y). 
Let Pp : PRH, + PH. be a Lie resolution induced from p, and recall that 
PH*= . H,(PO&) 1311. S ince the proof of the above theorems also does not 
need associativity, one can find a Lie algebra derivation i (perturbation) and a 
map of d.g. Lie algebras 
such that i induces an isomorphism in homology (cf. [31]). Now i and ku extend to 
k’ : (RH,, d,,)+ a&.+ 
by means of the universal enveloping algebra (cf. Section l), and the proof k 
completed by the fact that one has a map of d.g.a.‘s &!A& --, C,(fl Y) inducing an 
isomorphism of Hopf algebras in homology (cf. [ 1, 141). Cl 
Now we consider a c.d.g. Hopf algebra l?H* = Hom((RH,, dh), Q) where 
(RH,, d,,) is a cocommutative Hopf filtered model of Y. Below we define an 
element of &(Y; I?H*) and then show that this element is universal for 
&(=; I?H*). 
For the minima! model &* --, A(Y), consider the standard Brown’s coprimitive 
cochain /3 : Bd* ---) .d* defined by p[a] = Q and /3 = 0 otherwist, where I?&‘* is 
the Bar construction [21]. Then the map p : B&* + SF 8 BP given by 
defines the element (twisting cochain) in S? * 6 I)er Baf *, and therefore, in 
&( Y; B&*). Now a homology isomorphism of c.d.g. Hopf algebras 
dual to the map k’ defined in the proof of Proposition 5.4, together with 
Proposition 5.3(ii) yields the element in &(Y; RH”) which we denote by L?(r) 
and call the Hopf predifferential of the path fibration n over Y. (Note that d(;r) 
can also be obtained from a connection form on A(Y) in the sense of [14], see 
also 1311.) 
Thus we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.5. By the hypotheses above, the classifying space of &(-; R”H*) is Y 
and the universal element is the Hopf predifferential L?(T) E &,(Y; R”H*) of the 
path fibration T over Y. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the map 
[-; VI-+ &(-; R”H*) 
given by f+&(fj(&r)) is an isomorphism on spheres. For f : S” + Y, let 
Do(f)(&)) = 0. One can easily verify that the natural transformation 
&(Y; kH*)+ D&Y; H*) 
(cf. Remark 5.2(2)) sends (?( 7r) to the multiplicative predifferential d(v). Hence, 
0 = Da( f )(d(rr)) = d( 0, where 6 is the induced fibration over S”. Consequently, 
by Theorem 4.8, 5 is trivial, and so f is. 
Now to complete the proof, we observe that (cf. the proof of Proposition 
5.3(ii)) 
&(S”; I?H*)-tier*-” H(l?H*)=fier’-” H* = n,JY) . q 
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In case Y is coformal, i.e. one has a homology isomorphism of d.g. Lie algebras 
(Rrr,(fiY), d)+ PO& [31]. we can compute [X, Yfq in an easier way. 
corollary 5 6. For Y co 
[X, Yf,S L&(X; H*) l 
Proof. For such Y we have a homology isomorphism of cocommutative d.g. Hopf 
algebras (cf. Proof of Proposition 5.4) 
(RH,, d)+m. 9 
that is, kU* = Hom( RH,, Q) is a commutative Hopf filtered model of Y, so the 
corollary follows from Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.3(ii). 0 
The main technique we use in proving the theorem is similar to that of 
Berikashvili [S, 51. 
The idea is to regard a pair (h, k) in Theorem 2.3(i) as a solution of some 
differcntia: equation, and then state the uniqueness assertion for these solutions. 
We obtain immediately this equation from the condition that k is a chain map for 
a perturbed differential d,: 
kod,=&k. 
Below we shall give another convenient form of this equation with certain initial 
conditions. Recall that d, = d + h and d = d, + d, where d, is induced from the 
differentials on A(A”) and d, from those of the local system %. We rewrite the 
above equation as follows: 
d,k - kd + d,k = kh . 
NW observe that the left-hand side of this equation can be considered as 8(k) 
where 6 is a canonical differential on the d.g. space 
Hom(A(X; RH), A(X; Fe)). (8) 
But afly map k of c.d.g.a.‘s satisfying (il) of Theorem 2.3 is determined by a map 
of c.d.g.a.‘s 
k’ : RH-, A(X; 55) , 
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k,(a, (29 z) = (a, CiO 1) l kL( ) 2 , a,@zE A(d”)@RH, k = (kJ, k’= (kb). and we 
identify k’ with k as well as the d.g. space 
(X, 8) = (Hom(RH, A(X; %)), 8) 
with the sub-d.g. space of (8), so that k can be considered as an element of Yt. 
While the right-hand side of the above equation may be viewed as a product 
defined via a natural d.g. pairing 
(which induces the right X-module structure on X). Denote d,k - kd = 6(k) and 
d,k = y(k), then 8 = S + y. 
Thus the desired h and k must satisfy the following equation: 
(8 i- y)(k) = kh . (10) 
To consider the initial conditions for the above equation we need some 
preliminaries. 
First note that both 2V and 3% are tri-graded 
where Xi*‘-” = Homi7’.“(RH, A(X; %)): If kiqiv”’ E rC’*‘*” and zS*’ E RSH’, then 
ki*jqm(zsqr) E A’(X; %s+iqr+m) where %‘*** = { Cz,*} is considered as bigraded, 
C>*= Cz and Cb*= 0 for j < 0. But in the sequel we shall always consider the 
following grading of X: 
x r.m = $ yli,j.m . I 
i+j=r 
We refer to r as the perturbation degree and to r + m as the total degree; while for 
an element of YC we will write only the perturbation degree as k’ E YFm. Any 
element k E X with fixed total degree can be written as an infinite sum (and 
conversely) 
k=k’+k’+...+k’+... 
(cf. (3)). We also have 
6 : Xr.mj yf-r+l.m , 
y : xr.m ~ Xr.m+l . 
Consider 
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T&n we identify (X$ s,> with (Hom(RH, A(X: H)), d) via the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.1. There is a natural isomorphism 
(XY, 6,) = (Hom(RH, A(X; H)), d) . 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 1.1. Cl 
Now we consider the following initial conditions r equation (10): ., 
IlEL, (11) 
V(h) =-Ml, (12) 
11 = 12 + . ..+hP+ . . . . WI 
k E G(?C) , (14) 
where G(X) denotes the subset of X consisting of degree zero multiplicative 
maps. 
y(k”) = 0 , k” E e” , 
where e0 E XI is defined by the composite 
e0 : RHZ HAA(X; H) 
map of c.d.g.a.‘s, where i is the natural inclusion. 
Equation (10) together with the initial conditions 
To prove the existence of a solution of equation 
below. 
First note that (9) induces the d.g. pairing 
(x,? $)B(% v)-+(YtY, s,) 
(since y(kh) = y(k)h). We have that e0 defines a 
A(X; H), and let 
% = Der(RH, A(X; H)) . 
(15) 
(ll)-( 15) we denote by IE. 
IE we also need the lemma 
RH-bimodule structure on 
Clearly, (L,, S,) is a sub-d,g. s ace of (X, 9 6,. ), and we have the following 
lemma: 
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Lemma 6.2. The map of d.g. spaces 
(LJ)--+,, s,, , h + e”h 
induced by the above pairing is a cohomology isomorphism. 
Proof. Can be checked easily , for example, by using the cohomology isomorph- 
ism (2). Cl 
Now we have the following: 
Proposition 6.3. There exists a pair (h, k) satisfying the equation E. 
Proof. The proof is based on induction on the perturbation degree of h and k. Let 
Lo E X”*O be any representative of e”. Then the restriction of k”’ to generators of 
RH extends to a map of c.g.a.3 k” E e”. Because 6Je”) = 0 (recall that e” is a 
chain), there is l’ E X1*-’ such that y(k”’ ) = S(k’). Extend the restriction of 
k” + l’ to generators of RH to a map of c.g.a.3 k(‘) = k” + k’ + l l l . 
We denote by IE” the following equation with initial conditions 
(6 +r)(k)=kh 7 
n 
hEL, 
V(h) = -hh , 
r1+ i 
h = h” + . . . + h” . 
kEG(X), k&=k”(z+***+knl,, 
y(k”) = 0, k” E e" , 
where the index n means that the equation holds for perturbation degree sn, and 
2 denotes the generators of RH. Then (0, k”‘) is a solution of IE’. 
By induction assume that there exists a solution (h’“‘, k’“‘) of the equation IE”, 
and show that there is a solution (h(“+“, k(“+“) of IEn+’ with h(“+‘) =,, h’“‘, 
k fn+l) = I1 - 1 
k’“’ 
7 
Denote 
f 
(n+ 1) 
n.=I 6(k’“‘) - (k’“’ _ k”)h’“’ . 
Then from (10) we have 
r(k(“)) ;t k”hhJ _ f (n+ 1) . (16) 
A straightforward check shows that 
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a( j(O+l)) ,~ _(f(‘r+l) _f’)h’“’ 
. 2 (171 
Y(f (n+19=o* 
Consider g(” + ” = [f (“+ ‘)I,, E 3jfy, the class of the cocycle f “” ” with respect to y. 
I hen we have 
g (“+‘) E 5, ) 
f 
(n + 1) 
0 = w(f 
II + 1 
(n+l)@.# + ko@f(n+') 
+ y(jp’ - k(‘) fgJ (k’“’ - k”))) , 
where o and w are the multiplications on RH and A(X; % ), respectively. 
It follows from (17j that 
(here we take into account that g’ = [f ‘I,, = [S(k”)], = S,(e”) = 0). 
On the other hand, by virtue of (16) 
Thus, 
eopa)h(“) = +j( p+‘)) . 
n + 2 
Now WC use Lemma 6.2 to find h”+’ E L”* ‘T-tr such that 
Clearly we have 
for some it’ E LT*-“. Let 6” E Xt’*-“, y($‘) = 0, c” E it’, then obviously there is 
k ‘i’i E xt8+i.-n-l such that 
y(k’“-i) = k”h”+’ + f”+’ _ ita _ 
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put ho’+‘) = ho’) + h”+l and consider k(“) - i” i k”+‘lZ which we extend to the 
map of c.g.a.‘s A?+“. Then it is easily seen that (h’““‘, k’” +‘I) is a solution of 
IE t1 + I . cl 
In order to establish the uniqueness assertion for solutions of E, we define the 
semidirect product 
G(X) >Q X-’ 
( h w ere -1 means the total grading) in which the product-operation is given by 
This group acts on the right on % x X by the formula 
(h, k) * (p, s) = (h *p, kp + s(ll *p) + (6 + Y )W 9 
where h * p is defined by (4). 
We have the following: 
Lemma 6.4. Let (h, k) be a solution of IL Then : 
(i) For any pair (p, s) E G(Z) x YC1, 
(h, k”) = (h, k) * (p, s) 
satisfies (II)-( 13) and (15). 
(ii) If LO = ,,w(&O~) and SW = n (s@kp + i&s), then there exists ?E .Y’ 
such ths, t 
(66) = (h, k) * (p. F) 
is a solution of E and 
Moreover, s =” f (o and w are the multiplications on RH and A(X; Ce ), respec- 
tively) . 
Proof. (i) This is verified immediately. 
(ii) We prove by induction on the perturbation grading of Y’. Define s”” E 
x fl+1.--n-f bY 
--I?-- : 
s w = w((s(“) + .+I) 8 kp I1 + I 
+ (kp + s’“‘(h *p) + S(s’“‘) + ~(?+‘))@$s’“’ + ?+I)) . 
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Next we &File similarly ?+’ E %‘“+‘S-‘z-3 taking s”‘~ -I- ?+i instead of s(“’ in the 
above formula, and thus, we obtain an element ?= so f l l l -I- da + ?” + Ti” + 
l l - as desired. 0 
Now we can state the uniqueness assertion. 
Proof. As usual rNe prove this by induction on the perturbation grading of a pair 
(11, k) . Consider k’, lo E e’. Then k’ - k” = y(s’ ) for some so E 
choose so with s% = W(S’ (&, E” + k” 60 so) and then apply Lemma 6.4 to defke 
FE 3%- *, s? = so, so that 
(Ii, i) =(F?, k)*(l,F) 
is a solution of E. Moreover, we have 
g= 6 and Lo = k”. 
Assume by mduction that we have constructed a solution (i, c) oE E such that 
6 7 h and i =r 1:. 
We find below a pair (jk F) E G(Z) x X-’ such that (i, k=) = (6, k) * (d, 9 
is a solution of E with 
x =rIr and zyk. 
Moreover, (c, SF) is of the form 5 = exp 8”, 0” E I/‘-” (see the proof of Proposi- 
tion 4.3) and t= sn-’ + s” + l l 0. 
Rewrite (10) as follows: 
y(k) = k”h - f , 
ere f = S(k) - (k - k”)h, whence it follows that 
y(k” - k"")~(kOh"-f")-(k"~"-~")~~~ 
n the other hand, 
6(k” - l”) = frJ+’ _j+’ . 
l? -” suc$ that 
and again by Lemma 6.2 we can choose 8” so that 
for some g”-’ E L”y-‘smt’. Let sn-’ E g”-‘, S”-’ E X”-‘*-“, y(s”-‘) = 0, then there 
is an element stl E Xn*-n-’ so that 
y(s”) = ,(f-‘) - (k” - ,-,I) - k”e” . 
We can choose S”-’ and sn such that 
s 
n - 1 
6) = M(f-’ 63 k” + k”G3s”-‘) 
and 
g(j) = w(s” @ k” + sn-’ @k' + k'@s"-* + k"@sn), 
respectively. Now t5e pair ( j& sn- * + sn), p” = exp d”, satisfies condition (ii) of 
Lemma 6.4; therefore, there is FE XV1 with s’“-’ = s’-‘, 7 = .?, such that the 
pair ( F, s?) is as desired. 
Thus by this induction tie obtain a pair (p, s) which is obviously as 
required. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (i) After using Proposition 6.3, it remains to show tbs; k is 
a cohomology isomorphism; but we can deduce this fr~‘i’ the comparison of 
standard spectral sequences. 
(ii) This follows from Proposition 65. 
(iii) This easily checked. Cl 
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